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Food security is threatened by an alarming increase in the number 
of outbreaks of plant pests and diseases. These pests and diseases 
jeopardize food security and have broad economic, social and 
environmental impacts. While there is clear evidence that climate 
change and globalization are altering the distribution of plant pests 
and diseases, the full effects are difficult to predict. To minimize the 
damage, it is necessary to ensure early detection of pests in affected 

areas, manage them with proper control measures to prevent their spread or introduction 
into an area where they are not present.

As the Fourth Industrial Revolution gathers pace, innovations are 
becoming faster, more efficient and more widely accessible than 
before. We have a unique opportunity to harness these technologies to 
exacerbate pest and diseases threats to food security. The proliferation 
of new technologies has significant impacts on farmers’ perception 
towards sustainable plant health management, such as a spray of 
chemicals, early detection of crop pests, timed nutrition to plants, and 
optimized inputs and returns. Cross-border data flow, ease on data ownership regulations, 
and access to new innovative tools will keep pace for “Smart agriculture”, which has the 
potential to spread more rapidly than previous. Nevertheless, knowledge of these innovative 
products are crucial for next generation plant protection scientists and Integrated pest 
management (IPM) practitioners for better plant health management. Therefore, the 
workshop focuses on applying advanced tools in pest and disease prediction and forecasting 
for timely management of crops.  

Workshop content and resource persons

Data Science and Machine learning (Mr Rajshekarappa, SAS Institute, 
Bengaluru, Karnataka) 
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Introduction to data science and machine learning

Data preparation, manipulation and management

Data analysis and visualization 



Python (Dr Vedamurty K B, KVAFSU, Bengaluru, Karnataka)
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 Correlation, linear regression, logistic regression, time series forecasting and 
model fitting

 Validating and implementing the model

 Data mining and machine learning – decision tree, random forest, SVM

SAS (Dr Amrender Kumar Jha, IARI, New Delhi)
 Overview of SAS

 Syntax, PROC statement, options and graphics 

 Weather Indices (WI) based models for pest and diseases forecasting

CLIMEX-DYMEX (Dr Sridhar V, IIHR, Bengaluru, Karnataka)

 Overview of CLIMEX-DYMEX

 Fitting CLIMEX models and matching climates

 Variable and building/ modifying a models

Target Participants: Researchers with basic knowledge of coding and predictive 
analytics

Maximum Participants: 30 members (Selection based on invitation only & interested 
candidates may send the email to caastngt1d@gmail.com)
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